Deutsch lernen mit System: Mittelstufe, B1 und B2

Wortschatztrainer — Deutsch/Englisch
Deutsch

Englisch

Deutsch

Lektion 1:

do an internship
the newspaper
publisher
then

break down
the marriage counselor
Lektion 3:

the heritage

the application folder

the witness

in use

the nephew

the department

the boy

the condition

the amateur

request

the conductor

the applicant

the soldier

the trainee position

the rabbit

quiz

the chimp

the relation

the monkey

succeed

the ox

be given

the falcon

mainly

the lion

by means of

the official, the clerk

intend

the farmer

furthermore

the architect

approach sb.

the pet

Lektion 2:

leave

additional

care for

determine

the right

I could need...

the order

appreciate

show

have, obsess

the specialist

look here

the crime
observe

the constituent, the
clause
the statement
describe a thing
be faithful, be loyal
praise
be busy with

Englisch
the approval

ask
Lektion 4:

make use of
have regards for
have access to
order

trust

good value

cozy, comfortably

register

free
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Deutsch

Englisch

Deutsch

house
flow, stream

finally

need, require
appear
calculate on, count on

around the clock
Lektion 5:

hypothetical

deposit

cancel, quit

count to

the company

make

the fling, the affair

enter

on the spot

cope with, get along
with

leave
grow up

open

fluent

withdraw

the training

the stock market

the bill, the invoice

the commuter

declare bankruptcy

the certificate

take part in, participate
on

registration office
the basic fee

fierce

the transfer

endeavour, make an
effort

the bank account
information

invest

the PIN number

the development

the TAN generator

the experience

the citizen

on time

generate

miss the train

the confirmation

become ill

cover the distance

be canceled

be confidential

the event

transfer

be successful

cashless

enjoy

the securities

the view, the outlook

deal in

the landscape

the authority
the residence
the bank code
the account number

Englisch
the surrounding towns
and communities

receive a message
Lektion 6:

have skills
take place

the check account
in comparison to

communicate

send

confirm the date

sounds complicated

the pensioner

the area

the reduction
the account balance
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Deutsch

Englisch
the canteen

Deutsch

Englisch
come here

the consequence

inside

the power failure

outside

to create, shape, make

go down

Lektion 7:

go up

connect

go backwards

the ski lodge

go forward

start the relationship

documents

discover

the drawer

the fling, the affair

climb

accuse sb. of sth.

order

cheat sb.

follow, obey

be unfaithful

go walkies

disappointed by

the plug

Lektion 8:

the outlet

use

the table of contents

rather

the solution

use

welcome

the vowel change

the elevator

the verb root
the infinitive
burn

be canceled, fail
Lektion 10:

himself

irregular

treat, handle

mix

allow

fry, roast

forbid

behave

go out

compare
forgive

come up with an idea

promise
connect, attach

be stiff

leave

undergo a (medical)
check

throw
the inn
get into a conversation
somehow
envy
Lektion 9:

over there
go over
go in
go out
go there

Lektion 11:

to be crazy
emphasis
to check
fact
to be timid, shy
require; presuppose
to make an effort
to be present
inexpensive
to work, function
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Deutsch

Englisch
to hurry

Deutsch

Englisch
succeed

request, demaind

wake up

reassurance

recall, remember

work climate

emphasize

to be overburdened

surprise

cadre

change

to buy in addition

emerge

focused

brake

to reinforce

determine, find out

flexitime

be worth

to reject, decline

to communicate

decisiveness

appear

to snore

Lektion 13.1:

catch

to be insolent

select, elect

to be smart, prudent

cook, prepare

head of department
be tolerated, overlook

use

to be strict

the form

intention

print out

mostly

dismiss

the ingredient

Lektion 12:

the building

set up, establish

renovate

transfer
turn off

the action
Lektion 13.2:

watch

delete the hard drive

ring the bell

turn off the power

eat, live off

the municipal works

delete

develop a drug against
cancer

develop
reject
convey
chat
offer
estimate
require

the installer
the bathroom
renovation
to do, finish, bring to a
close
employment agency

get

the company’s
management

threaten

the pay cut

stand up for

the carpenter

occur

the shape, the form

deliver

the spare part

discover

the invoiced amount
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Deutsch

Englisch
recognize

Deutsch

Englisch
pick up, repeal

the accounting error

maintain

exhibit

at once

contemporary

the sound

the work of art

noisy

Lektion 14:

be significant

the cough attack
Lektion 16:

the companys address

(with/in) reference on

the tax rate

snore

appreciate

wake up

conclude the contract

cry

in general

crawl

bear the expenses,
take over the costs

the toy

the dental treatment

swear

romp around

bear the expenses, take
over the costs

as well
barbecue

have an option

heat

the pine

press

reimburse the costs

the juice

the percentage excess

freshly prepared

the rate, the charge

switch off

the insurance rate

maintain

follow, go according to

living expenses

the self-disclosure

dammed up anger

fill out

suppress

send, give
society

twitter
Lektion 17:

the weight

the participation

the luggage

the creation

the port

the protection

be booked out

Lektion 15:

great

perfect, all

shabby

be approaching, coming
in
unexpected
destroy
be coming up to meet,
comply

diligent
Lektion 18:

report the theft
the measure
pay a bill

have a turn

spare, protect

at last

the pregnancy

the nest

take damage
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Deutsch

Englisch
bother someone

Deutsch

Englisch
make progress

save wage costs

the patience

the session

the endurance

the SUV

the consultation hours

the mountains

refuse

the property

enough

leave, depart

arrange, set up

Lektion 19:

Lektion 21:

be decisive

during

excellent

clearly

hilariously

be used to sth.

humorous

the environment

terrible

shape, organize

cooperative

from...

hectic

the gondola

be (hopping) mad

establish, set

be crowded

the location

be hot and humid

estimate

leave

need freedom

rich

so far

shorten

be jealous

dismiss

meanwhile

the home, the homeland

the thermal bath

there

relax

be worth

need clarity about

Lektion 20:

the replacement form
turn
look backwards
contradictory
agree, establish
the conference
find a solution
the crisis
make changes
be out of date
the device
install
the workshop
check the brakes
the cooling water pump
exchange
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the marriage proposal
insist on
pass a test
circle of friends
do
react on/to
the worry
borrow sth.
the fight
evaluate
give in to
the application
effective
judge
assume, accept
the introduction
think sth. over

Deutsch

Englisch
the order

Deutsch

Englisch
reach the coast

justify

the taxpayers

summarizing

the prompt, the request

enjoy

the threat

recover from
have many worries

move into the
parliament

the sentence structure

the present

in use

in the future

the order

reveal an intention

hardly

If all goes well

the tent

have cancer

the debt

curable

the accident

promise

be late

neglect

the wallet, the purse

Lektion 22:

the session
the rule
the connection
with reference on
the beard
fierce
the planning error
the change
the homeless
earlier
recently
some time ago
since some time
highly recommend
unknown
gain experience
spontaneous
communicate on
German
the shared apartment
at an early stage
catch up
settle down
regret
take a step
Lektion 23:

predict sth.

otherwise
Lektion 24:

instead of
the exception
name
except
the consequence
by, through
the concurrency
express
the past
last
have knee problems
the flour dust
the allergy
hope
the profit, win
the loss
the theatrical
performance
emigrate
the return
the diligence
the discipline
announce
the salary boost
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Deutsch

Englisch
suffer from

Deutsch

Englisch
habitual

diabetes

the freezer

the problems continue

job interview

the development
department

inform yourself
comprehensively

scold, blame

generous

the infrastructure

include

the war and the peace

the (traffic) jam

destroy

the delay

Lektion 25:

make sure

the manner

documents

regularly

a firm handshake

by

request

have unexpected
consequences

ask for time for
consideration

the proof

continuous

the judge

keep eye contact

the accused

refrain from, resign

sentence

derogatory statements

although

underline

stress
even if

quiet, simple

die (plants, animals)

say good bye

regularly water

the vacancy

grow

reflect

fertilize
the attic apartment

workt out well/not well

save fuel

be pretty lazy

recycle

the required time

enter, access

wrap

warn
the raw material
win back
do ice skating
apologize for
install
turn off n turn on
abstain from a lot
Lektion 26:

the present tense
the future tense
unique
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Lektion 27:

notice
the driver’s license
the motorway tolls
the bicycle chain
be drunk
the application
the visa
to reach the destination
avoid a loss
have abdominal pain

Deutsch

Englisch
the train leaves in 5
minutes

Lektion 28.2:

take up a post
behave correctly
the advisor
the industry
useful, meaningful
the newcomer
regarding
the workflow
getting around
wait
work overtime
take the initiative
tackle a problem
solve a problem
the base, the basis
the focus is on
create a catalog
memorize
exaggerate
expand
concerning
avoid
be present
adapt
estimate
be unfamiliar
come out with
to do this
get advice
Lektion 29:

Deutsch

Englisch
abroad, foreign parts
art
intensive course
to have previous
knowwledge
to draw
to paint
to exercise
physical
attractive
brochure
to take photos
tp purchase
to insert photos
to stir
to eat
costly, extensive
to prepare food
to slumber
perception
to realize
display
to display, show
shadow
contrast
to stretch
to foster
balance
exhausting, sweaty
superfluous
visible
image processing
to pimp, to enhance

to be occupied

resolution

overweight

basic knowledge

to intend

design, layout

to write down

to insert, integrate

origin

to deal with

war

mainly

escape, flight

to write , to draft texts

home country

to approach
basics
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Deutsch

Englisch

Deutsch

article

Englisch
the player roster

strucutre

the championship

sensible, reasonable

the striker

correlation

take a position,
comment

prepapration

the fact

use, usage
to become familiar with

the club, the association

to deepen someone’s
knowledge

the young player

to manufacture,
produce

the replacement players

show interest in
replace
expect

perspective
Lektion 30:

the defensive

introductory terms

the system conversion

oppose

be due, (be waiting)

are contradictory

score a goal

advantage n
disadvantage

tempting, seductive

on the one hand ... ,
on the other hand...

compensate for

have doubts

convert, reset

be able to
affordable

however

in advance

bear in mind

there is a need for
action

take sth. for an error

be useful

It could be... .
think... of
be necessary
the birth rate drops
seniors
the dating site
additional
the speed limit
introduce a new
regulation

Lektion 32:

the distance learning
I’m sure...
be in flood
challenging
severe, heavy
pause
go broke
take out a loan

the parachute jumping

the kerosene

about

effortless

imply, reason

the railroad track

harm

the trade tax

Lektion 31.2:

for now
to face the questions
the moderator
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develop

Deutsch

Englisch
compete with

Deutsch

Lektion 33:

the contrast

the subjunction

essential

the state

confirm

the present

the pocket money

the time, the moment
be independent of

Englisch
the operation

the action
Lektion 34:

the sales

due to

essential

be canceled, fail

on a business trip

departure n arrival

much work remains
untouched

the trip

the superior

be evil

be depressed

indicate on

the workshop

the transfer

inform against sb.

push through

the performance

the improvement
several weeks go past

the date is fix
Lektion 35:

the agreement

session

make changes

lacking participation

take flak

to express

the misstep

I don’t care.

gain knowledge of

to make someone
insecure

in time

to end

it costs me 2 days

puberty

since
as soon as

to suffer from acne

be exposed to stress,
be stressed

to draw to an end
to regret

with/without pressure

sorrow, trouble

extend

sprrow

the contract

on the horizon

the administration

partisans

the relationship

to enter into force
to ckick

agree about
deal with

connecting train
Lektion 36.1:

education questions

a fulfilled life

rather

bring joy

relax

the given situation

transform

be balanced

immediately

the ratio
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Deutsch

Englisch
respectively

Deutsch

Englisch
the compensation

contribute to

the rate

the following text

the condition

make a statement

the care

lay out, disburse

the regeneration

employees

grant

dispose of

dedicate

sacrifice his spare time

arise, come up

force

ensure

be accessible

bully

around the clock

fault, criticize

the workforce

displace

influence, affect

serve
get sth. across to sb.

largely be the same as

proceed to

the circumstances

definable

appropriate measures

due to illness

mainly responsible

be required

be in the making, loom
be prompted to...

balanced

the aggressor

usually

rebuke sb.

little by little
be forced to

the revenue increase

be not tolerable

Lektion 36.2-3:

the concerned
companies

accept, take
counteract

the performance

recharge your batteries

concede sth. to sb.

bind employees to
oneself

operational
track sb.

entail, result in

comparatively

come off badly

recruit

have no effect on

differentiate

set the focus on

finally
a cooperative together

the load
the flexitime
the fluctuation
the efficiency

Lektion 37:

the condition

the allowance

match

the compatibility

venture a guess

the fact

as if
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Deutsch

Englisch
have a fortune

Deutsch

fulfill a condition

the crossing
worry

the behavior
go broke

Englisch
turn, bend

transform
Lektion 39.1:

the mayor
rather unusual

the occasion for talking

to have a clue (no clue)

diverse expectations

the official in charge

take measures

discover

the city council

the race track

attempt

cure

the farewell speech

the cherry tree

the freeway access

climb
decide

pull an all-nighter
the population

increased revenue

consume

enable

the harvest
the economy

settle

occasional

the limit

the blackmailer

the green belt

the fine dust

Lektion 38:

the noise

catch, grasp

the burden

the prison

reduce

extensive

the college

complete a project

establish, found

request

the humanities

sign
in use

be available
Lektion 39.2:

barely move

be at sixes and sevens

the lawyer

initiate

feed animals

exceed

the broker

trade

the real estate

the concern

estimate

ban, forbid

treat, handle

make available

the threat

negotiate

intimidated

in accordance with
the fire brigade

solve problems

the realignment

the household help

interfere, hinder

operate, use
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Deutsch

Englisch
expand, extend

Deutsch

Englisch
using
the DNA

care and retirement
home

the track
the analysis

establish, build

the murderer

the investment

catch, grasp

the waterworks

be closed

carry sth. through

the burglar
guard

the circular road
expand, extend

the proof

the new equipment

exchange, replace

press charges

the industrial area

freeze

curl

lock

the port

the wheat

rebuild, convert

harvest

restructure

urgent

research

in time

the traffic
the dirt particles
invent
the branch
supply
the industry
the citizen
succeed
the government
supply
be retired
immediately
Lektion 40:

the state
lead to
the action
be present
sth. happens
turn the key
the purpose
recently
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the office equipment
Lektion 41:

describe the content
the vast majority
the indicative
colloquially
use often
have high debts
the currency crisis
disappear
burden the tax load
be good natured
trust
the rescue
suit the law
the basic law
take plenty of time
the judge
the ruling
the researcher
the birth rate

Deutsch

Englisch

Deutsch

social

Englisch
threatened

the attitude (toward)

specified

the parenthood

holding back

clear

clear

today

responsible

have, get

powerless

the appreciation,
the recognition

suitable

pay low wages

the addiction

effective

afford

the effort

the current
development

the sense
the effect

demographic

the principle

the prosperity

the addition

the support

the law

sufficient

the impression

Lektion 42:

come from
the application
the ambulance
be threatening
the earthquake
be innocent
the prison
the prison sentence
sentence
estimated
disappointing
limited
complete
preferred
increasingly
disturbing
stable
necessary
hopeless
criminal
reliable
creative
desperate
neutral
exhausted

the present
Lektion 43:

decline, reduction
pole position
to rise - risen
to drop
to decrease
to recede
to lose weight
to decrease
to increase
to be bottom of the
table
to double
increase
share, portion
to remain stable
to pick up
to enroll
it corresponds to
... can be observed.
to surge
uncontested
significant
to be interested in
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Deutsch

Englisch

Deutsch

Lektion 44:

escape

subjective use
the operating
instructions
be unlikely
keep an appointment
be on the same
wavelength
the finance executive
committee
doubt the report
create a presentation
may
establish contacts
a leak
the bottom
the oil tank
be located, is
under the circumstances
definitely not
the safe
rumor
fish
at least
claim
the robber
long in advance
the perpetrator
the stolen goods
the customer
the witness
convict sb.
there is a chance
the photo of a wanted
person
the crook
the work of art
the informant
is out of the question
find out

Englisch
assume, accept

Lektion 45:

regarding
beyond
considering
due to
arouse attention
the mob
the hunting
breed
the muzzle
the zookeeper
be peaceful
bite
leash n unleash
He is up and away.
in company
the dachshund
allocate sth. to sb.
without hesitation
the pack, the herd
run a dog
agree
secretly
the access
the goal
the brook
the landscape park
grasp the hunting
instinct
emerge
with efforts
restrain
swans and ducks
bark
heading towards

the burglary tool

have a exciting
conversation

come by/off

the shoulder joint
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Deutsch

Englisch

Deutsch

entrust
be engaged

the government
spokesman

resolve an engagement
towards me
the openness
time consuming
the publishing house
the passion for
force open
safely
for the time being
the kennel
Lektion 46:

the attitude (toward)
psychologically
be intended
be aware of
at the instigation of
extremely exhausting
the mountain ascent
out of pity

Englisch
take a view

the report
Lektion 47:

be familiar, be well up in
be unworthy
be included in
be unpleasant
be discouraged by
be helped with
dislike, contrary to
be known, be renowned
be evil
be in a good/bad mood
be addicted to
supplied with
be welcome
be prepared
be illiterate
be amazed by

by one’s own efforts

be similar, look alike

faced with so much
work

be embarrassed
be responsible for

on arrangement

be annoying

on the advice of

be powerless against

thanks to the heritage

be experienced in

according to

be encouraged by

the public prosecutor

disappointed by

the defense

be equipped with

the fingerprint

be approved for

assign sth. to sb.

be impressed by

the evidences are
overwhelming

be aware

the accused

sth. is going on

to accuse
the defendant
to accuse, to charge
with
the cooperation
make an agreement

be dedicated to
be used to sth.
be associated with
weary of sth.
depend on sth.
agree with
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Deutsch

Englisch
be available

Deutsch

therefore, hence

Englisch
cost sb. dear
the assets

flattery
accusation

the sales director

in dealing with,
in handling

the environment
uncooperative

weapon

the subject terms of
contract

goof, blunder

sign

bitter principle

the quick drive railway

the failure
the delay
be corrupt
the presidential office

the demand
Lektion 48.1:

the characteristic,
the property

the performance
the customer
acquisition

the competence

the fugitive

lead

the superior

the essentials

affect

the control call

be (un)able

wander

the area of responsibility

the passer-by
the cold snap

deliver

the burglary

contribute

the repartee

the factual issue

brand new

hesitate

the fog lights

implement, realize

the state of health

communicate

be deceased

at the social level

the rumor

be characterized by

extramarital affair

Lektion 48.2:

admit

the researcher

forgive

the threat

the commitment,
the promise

the competition
sue

have understanding for

the special forces

have a conversation

willing to resort to
violence

exert pressure on

the offender

annoy

the winter tires

keep a promise

the nagging

matter
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make a good choice
lose of trust

Deutsch

Englisch
the framework

Deutsch

Englisch
to construct

the change

manure

the judgment

waste

the assessment, the
evaluation

compost

the confidence

to break up, to open

endanger
assign
create
tolerate, bear
specify objectives
request
reward
be still undecided
not be able to let go
engage, take part
perceive as
acknowledge
promote, encourage

procedure
nutrients
biomass
pit
to dump
fermentation
to save
substrate
amount, volume
to generate
to stir
to cover a demand
to be in use
to generate, produce
electrical power plant

Lektion 49:

to take an opportunity
to promise
to show compassion
to be advantageous
to speak
to impede
to select
to approve
to come to the fore
to have an edge
equipment

to heat
sustainable
to run something
to switch to
fossil fuel
city council
to agree
biological waste is
produced
incurring cost
access
cover

to play a major role

fermentation

to be willing to talk

to acculumate

permission
to commission someone
Lektion 50:

biogas plant
function, method
to shred

to mix, stir
usually, normally
electrical power plant
to be economical
to feed in
to transfer, relay
renewable energy
ecologically sensitive
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Deutsch

Englisch

Lektion 51:

Deutsch

Englisch

Lektion 52:

essay
editorial offce
display of violence
benefit
to disappear
suspicious
to be respected
immediately
to humiliate
to be rejected
obligatory
a flood of something
empathy
trigger
to confront
to tackle something
to suppress
attraction
to be respected
ability to respond
competence, ability
to overtake someone
requirement
coordination
to exclude

international
community
to be exposed to
something
coral reef
to prove
component, part
to trigger
immune system
to slumber, rest
to increase
to release
to contract something
to lose
to bleach
to find the cause
algae
trace
infection
practical test
contaminant, toxin
population, stock
mandatory
regulation, stipulation
occassional
to happen
nanoparticle
to coincide with
to cause problems
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